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Self Introduction:
Born 1973 Stuttgart, Germany
Industrial Designer
(Studied at Burg Giebichenstein Halle /Saale
Germany)
Author of the first book published ever on
electric bicycles in 1996
since 1982 involved in electric mobility and
renewable energy
since 1989 focus on electric bicycles
since 2002 active as freelance consultant in
the area of muscle electric vehicles and
volunteer in several organizations
Life target, contribute to a sustainable society
with a sustainable mobility.

Self Introduction:
Active in the 80th in the local section of the german bicycle
users association (ADFC)
1989 founding member of the Stuttgart Solar association a club
of solar vehicle users, there chairing the solar bicycle section
until 1992
1992 founding of the project ExtraEnergy and later president of
the ExtraEnergy NGO and since 2013 managing director of the
ExtraEnergy Services GmbH & Co. KG.
Development of the project EnergyBus and BATSO in
cooperation with the Deutsche Post AG. Later founding member
and board member of both industrial organizations which has
evolved out of it. Since 2013 managing director of the EnergyBus
GmbH a 100% subsidiary company of the EnergyBus
association.
Active at the „Implementing Agreement Hybrid & Electric
Vehicles“ of the international Energy Agency, 2004-2011 CoOperating Agent des Task 11 electric two wheelers and since 2013
Operating Agent of the new Task 23: „Light-Electric-Vehicle
Parking & Charging Infrastructure“
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Self Introduction:
Member of the EU Project „GoPedelec“ of the EACI and main
content provider for activities in Italy, Hungary, Austria, Czech
Republic, Germany and The Netherlands between 2009 and
2013. It was running within the EU Framework program
„Intelligent Energy Europe“
Founding member of the IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3 the
standardization group on Light Electric Vehicle Standardization
(System architecture, Infrastructure, Interfaces, Batteries)
Member of IEC SC 23H (Connectors)
Founding member and chairmen of the german mirror
committee DKE/GAK 353.0.9 wich is representing the german
voice within the IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3
Member of the DIN NA 112-06-01 AA N490 Cargobikes and
member of the DKE/UK 542.4 DC connectors
Member of: CLC/TC21X on battery safety which has developed
the EN 50604 which was released August 2016
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ExtraEnergy.org Museum = 1400 LEVs:
At the ExtraEnergy.org headquarters at Tanna, Germany, around 1400 LEVs of all generations are
kept for educational purposes, and to help visitors understand the rapid development of the
electric bicycle since its beginning in about 1885. Category winners can be saved for posterity
through indefinite loans from test participants. By taking part in the ExtraEnergy Test, your
product can become part of history, and will be preserved for future generations.
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Frage um welches Produkt geht es hier?

Licht!
Die Entscheidung ob man es als
Kerzenlicht, Glühbirnenlicht,
Lagerfeuerlicht, Neonröhrenlicht,
Glühwürmchenlicht, oder LED
Licht nutzt hat etwas mit den
Eigenschaften der
unterschiedlichen Formen der
Lichtquellen zu tun.

Produkt = erfüllter Kundenwunsch?
Die Formel das ein Produkt den erfüllten Kundenwunsch darstellt ist leider ein eher seltener
Idealzustand. In der Praxis und auch bei Pedelecs ist das Produkt in der Regel eher ein
„Zufallsprodukt“ aus verfügbaren Komponenten, etwas „me-to“ also beim Wettbewerber
beobachteten Verkaufsverhalten und dem Nachahmen der Erfolgsmodelle des Marktes.
Doch oft waren die aktuellen Erfolgsmodelle nur daher erfolgreich, weil sie beispielsweise am
Markt gut verfügbar waren. Und gewisse Kundenwünsche halt besser als Modelle des Wettbewerbs
erfüllt haben. Doch wenn man sie mit den Kundenwünschen vergleicht ist dann doch oft ein
großes Verbesserungspotential festzustellen.
In der Automobilwelt wurde seit den 70er Jahren vermehrt bei Neuentwicklungen der
Kundenwunsch genau analysiert und mit Hilfe der „Quality Function Deployment“ Methode die
das Produkt näher an die Kundenwünsche hin entwickelt. ExtraEnergy.org hat die QFD Methode
auf das Pedelec angewendet. Das Resultat kann man im ExtraEnergy Test sehen - leider gibt es
bisher keine Hersteller die diese Methode in der anderen Richtung als Entwicklungsgrundlage
benutzen. Doch das wird sich sicherlich in den kommenden Jahren noch ändern.

ExtraEnergy Pedelec Tests: since 1992
The first electric bicycle market overview was published in 1992 in the German magazine EcoRegio.
This triggered the first electric bicycle test, which started later in 1992, and the results were
published in 1993 with an exhibition and our own test publication. Since then the ExtraEnergy Test
has evolved to become the most scientific and reliable data provider in the comparison of different
electric bicycles. Ever since 1992, many magazines and media have used ExtraEnergy.org as a reliable
source of data for their print, radio and TV content on the subject of pedelecs.

First German language electric bike
market overview published in 1992

ExtraEnergy Test has often been featured in Activ
Radfahren magazine. Hannes Neupert also convinced
Daniel Fikuart and his publishers to create a special
ExtraEnergy's own test brochure, edition dedicated purely to electric bicycles - this was
the first edition of today's Elektrorad magazine from BVA
published since 1995

ExtraEnergy.org: a consumer-owned NGO
ExtraEnergy e.V. is an NGO structured as a German-registered not-for-profit association, made up
of private pedelec enthusiasts. Implementation of the tests is carried out by a separate legal
entity, ExtraEnergy Services GmbH & Co. KG, under contract to ExtraEnergy e.V.. Test priorities are
updated annually by a committee which meets once a year and consists of representatives of:
pedelec users, bicycle user organizations, press, pedelec manufacturers, component makers,
pedelec dealers and other interested parties. If you are interested in being part of it next time
(scheduled for 2nd and 3rd of February 2017) please e-mail info@ExtraEnergy.org

Information channels for ExtraEnergy:
ExtraEnergy.org website since 1995, newsletters, magazines, press releases,
plus publication in, and co-operation with, all kinds of media.

24 years of pedelec tests and
communication…
Countless TV reports on the ExtraEnergy Tests, print media and radio coverage all
around the world: ExtraEnergy puts the focus on pedelecs, and their pros and cons.
From a niche NGO to a trusted partner for media coverage of a mainstream theme
- ExtraEnergy has always maintained its neutral role as a reliable provider of
unbiased data.

Independent and transparent testing
Since the beginning the driving philosophy behind the testing was the neutral and scientificallycorrect comparison of pedelecs, with a user-centric approach.
Maximum transparency:
Full publication of test criteria
Always open door (anyone is welcome at any time during the testing to observe and ask
questions).
Test-riders are drawn from end users who either already own a pedelec or who want to buy
one. Test riders are volunteers who spend two weeks testing at ExtraEnergy
Test bikes are mainly supplied by manufacturers and resellers, who pay about 3640 Euro
for each bike for the testing services, upfront. In return they get a non-biased test report
and should any serious issues be found, an immediate warning notice which allows them
to correct the issues identified immediately, and in the best case before publication.
Using this methodology, ExtraEnergy helps, in accordance with its statutes, to grow the
market and help to improve products, often before they are placed on the market
ExtraEnergy purchases relevant products from the market to complete the product
portfolio

-

-

World Champion evaluation:
Offroad Pedelecs are tested by six times MTB Trials World Champion Marco Hösel and his team of
off-road riders. The Test is carried out on the trails around Saalburg. This test reveals the true
capabilities of Offroad Pedelecs for trail riding, as judged by THE experts.

Benefits for pedelec customers:
•
•
•

Having trustworthy test results available which help in making the right decisions when
selecting a pedelec.
Being able to test ride the test-winning pedelecs at numerous events.
Having the opportunity to be part of the testing by becoming a volunteer test rider.

Benefits for vehicle makers:
•
•

•

Having straightforward test results, not biased by advertising spend.
Gaining international reach with the test results. The results are published by several different
organizations in several languages: currently English, German, Chinese, Norwegian and Dutch.
More will follow. The test results are generic and may be also published using different methods of
weighting the measured parameters, as long as this is an appropriate methodology, is transparent
and it fits within ExtraEnergy e.V.'s statutory objectives.
Vehicle makers can use our customer wish fulfillment methods to make products which better
meet specific customer wishes, and by so doing they can improve their ranking in the tests. The
objective should be to obtain the best possible results in the Test by making the best product for
the customer, not by spending the most marketing money to make the customer believe that a
particular product is the best for him or her.

test seal

72 vehicles
in test
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13 testwinner · 23 very good
30 good · 6 no seal

Test results which last for years:
For the last 10 years ExtraEnergy.org has been using exactly the same test methods and also
exactly the same test circuit. All test results across these years are fully comparable. This
means, for example, that if a product stays on the market for two years unchanged,
ExtraEnergy.org can easily republish the results and simply recalculate the product's
performance relative to the latest competition which has entered the test field. Republication
is extremely efficient and cost effective!

Which products have the best chances
in the ExtraEnergy Test?
Many products in the market place try to be close to the mainstream. That is why many products
are quite similar to each other. But when a product has similar properties to many other products it
is not very likely that it will grab a "Very Good" or be a test winner in a product group. This is why
ExtraEnergy.org recommends product developers take a close look to the annually-updated
process of product category definition. ExtraEnergy.org suggests that designers consider creating
products which cater extremely well for the wishes of a specific customer group. The principles of
the Test procedure and evaluation process are described in the current Magazine (Issue 14) on
pages 76 to 115. The Test methodology is based on so-called Quality Function Deployment,
developed in the 1970s by the Japanese researcher Joji Akao for Toyota.

It is impossible for a single product to cater for all customer wishes. That is why it takes several
products to cater for all customer wishes. One simple example:
A user wants to have a comfortable and fast car
But he also wants to use this car to transport his piano
So if this user has an "exclusion criterion" which means he can only accept a solution which can
transport the piano, he will need to compromise on comfort and on speed and will probably end up
driving a truck.

+
Customer
wish

=

Minimum
requirement
(exclusion criteria)

Resulting
product

Product diversity…
one size has to fit all applications

Bild: (C) Vwexport1300 - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32044247

some years later:

Product diversity caters
multiple customer wishes.
Even it is based on a very
few groups components…
But cars are usually
produced individually on
customer demand and give
the customer the
experience to have a
individual one!

Customer wish fulfillment

Test by customer wish fulfillment

Customer wish fulfillment

Prioritization and exclusion criteria
For manufacturers to design a test winner, all it takes is maths and engineering: get the properties
right to score highly on prioritized factors and consider the exclusion criteria for the categories.

BIKE BILD
Germany's most famous print news title, "BILD", launched a new German language bicycle
magazine format in August 2016 with the highest ever print run for a cycling magazine: with
200,000 copies placed in newsagents across the German-speaking countries it cannot fail to
reach new audiences. In 2017, four editions are scheduled, and ExtraEnergy will test selected
pedelecs for these publications. In the 2016 edition, 20 pedelecs were tested by ExtraEnergy for
BIKE BILD.

ExtraEnergy.org: the biannual Magazine:
ExtraEnergy disseminates this trilingual (English/Chinese/German) magazine with a print run of
about 15,000 copies worldwide, with worldwide distribution at consumer events and trade shows
alongside free online downloads and online publication - about 60,000 readers. It features very
detailed two page tests reports on every tested pedelec. It is THE reference book, typically with
around 300 pages of content, and it is targeted at engaged consumers, cycle dealers, vehicle
makers and at other media who use it as an information resource.
ExtraEnergy is eager to share information on the subject of pedelecs on a free basis to foster
capacity-building around the world. If you are interested in being part of these activities please
contact: office@ExtraEnergy.org

Example of a two page test report, as produced for every product tested:

Technology just becoming practicable but jet still in a early stage! Graphic
made 2012 - probably we know today that the predicted development stage for
2017 has nit jet been reached. We are still in 1986 compared with the cell phone.

1986

2017..

Graphic Page 36 of GoPedelec.eu Handbook published 2012, comparing the innovation stages
happened to the telephone and brought in parallel to the innovation stages of the electric
bicycle - the mayor improvements are still ahead!

34

The phone and today the smart phone is fulfilling a general
human wish for communication… it does this so well as no
other device before. That is why it was rapidly adopted by
the society. And today has got a iconic position in
representing personal communication. Down the road a
close to 100% adoption rate is likely!

35

The Smartphone just introduced 10 Years ago 2007
and has reached within only 10 years in many
countries a adoption rate of about 75% of the
society.

36
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The Smartphone just introduced 10 Years ago 2007
and has reached within only 10 years in many
countries a adoption rate of about 75% of the
society.
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This graph shows us very nicely, that the adoption rate of the
Smartphone will be in the near future close to 100%

40
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Since Humans need time to adopt to the new challenges
new technology is delivering to them it might create
some collateral damage since human beings still need
time to figure out how to manage it.

42

USA statistical data 2014

Die Wunschgesetzgebung:

Visualization how a google car does see the street and its surroundings by cumulating the sensor
data of the various sensors installed. It sees more as a human being is capable to recognize and it
can watch 360degrees all the time, never being distracted. Robots will be the better drivers and
replace hopefully soon human drivers on public roads for vehicles heavier than 300 kg and faster
than 20 km/h. This will create again the chance to move the human being back in the center stage of
our cities where pedestrians should always have the first right to move.
43

As Mr. Zetsche CEO of Daimler recently stated: „Young drivers consider driving a car as a distraction
from taking care of their social media“. Only robot cars can provide a next generation capable mobility
- even most people of the current car ownership generation still remember that being the driver was
fun. And they claim they still enjoy driving cars. Even most of them when they would be honest to
them self know that they do not really enjoy being stuck in traffic all the time.

44

The Pedelec when finally arrived at his full potential after
improving to a similar stage as the cell phone will be similarly
quickly adopted in usage like the cell phone. It has the karma
to reach close to 100% adoption rate globally. But it needs
good industry standards and good globally harmonized
legislations. And of Cours much better technology fulfilling
the real customer wishes.

45
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The Pedelec - the individual traffic tool just started
Electric bicycles are not new! The first vehicles
have been running at about 1885.
First production model was released 1932 by
Philips/EMI in The Netherlands.
A revival of electric two wheeler happened
during the oil crisis in the 1970th - but was
disappeared quickly after again.
Since the mid 90’s pedelecs have been first sold
in quantities higher than 100.000 units in the
Japanese domestic market.
Since end of the 1990s the electric two wheeler
(legal as bicycles) became the domination
individual traffic tool for wide citizens groups in
China. Today the population of electric two
wheelers in China has accumulated to about
200 million units, with annual production of 32
Million units.
Since 2004 the pedelec started its european
success story in The Netherlands .
Since 2008 the pedelec was accepted finally as
well in the german language room by many
consumers and became visible in daily life

47

The Pedelec - more to be expected soon!
The Pedelec has gained in the offload segment some serious reputation since 2012 this
trend has proven that it is the perfect fit to bring this segment new applications. It has the
potential to bring the off road cycling experience to the masses like the ski-lift has enabled
the masses to enjoy alpine skiing which was before a sport for a minority of over average
passionated sports people.
In the commuting and family pedelec application new parking policies as well as sharing
technology as well as health insurance fitness programs will drive the pedelec to a absolute
mainstream product. The number of pedelecs in operation may be within just 30 years close
to equal of the number of inhabitants of the world. Like the bicycle is today in countries like
The Netherlands and Germany.

48

The perfect fit: Healthy, little resources needed and
affordable to use for everyone
The Pedelec:
The perfect hybrid out of
laziness, fitness, fun and
image!
The Pedelec is a mix out of
a escalator, a fitness center
integrated in daily
routines.
Pedelecs will become the
iconic symbol of modern
mobility!
49

The Pedelec has the potential to be THE Iconic product for
personal mobility. But to become that several features are
still necessary to be executed. In the next slides the most
essential innovation areas will be described.

Today

????

????
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Plastic injection molded frames:
2 day lead time
easy integration of components
precise
light
low energy footprint
easy to recycle
cost effective

-

(Plastic injected wheel sets
and other mayor parts like
handlebars…
are addressed here as well)

New Hybrids drive systems
highly efficient
easy modular design
encapsulated
free parameters by software
All wheel drive
ESP, ABS, fast charging,…

-

Public Parking and Charging interface
IEC Standard
easy and safe parking
free charging
easy public space management

-

Only Lock and Park
No electricity
necessary
Lock & Charge
LEV under low
voltage directive
Max. 60V 60A 3kW

Lock & Charge
Large LEV utilizing
the 3rd pin and
charging at 120V,
60A with up to 6kW

2010: The EU Mandate 468 requires the industry to harmonize the EV
charging interface. IEC set up standardization group within IEC 61851
which startet operation 2012

European Commissioner for Transport Mrs. Violetta Bulc visit to EnergyBus booth at IAA Frankfurt
within the G7 Traffic minister meeting 17th of September 2015 and get an introduction to the
proposed solution according to the EU Mandate 468

54

Cloud based identification will make the difference
A worldwide roaming system and connection of serial numbers and user information.
The possibility to park any LEV at any public parking place is only possible if the vehicle information
could be automatically brought in connection with the owner informations. To enable roaming as
well check if this vehicle/owner is generally authorized to use this parking services.
Data Base with connections
between serial numbers and owners

Data Base with
all serial
numbers of all
EnergyBus
products
Vehicle with EnergyBus
components e.g.
charge lock cable
interfaces with the
build in MtoM gateway
using GSM, Wlan,…

Data Base with
all registered
users owning
EnergyBus
products

Internet
/ Cloud

User key
interface to the
product via a web
browser on any
online device
(e.g. smart
phone).
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Standard Energy Storage
IEC Standard
battery worries
removed
universal usage
second use possible
easy rental solutions
easy swapping
solutions

-

Connectivity by standard interfaces
remote access
theft tracking
easy updates
fleet management
Service management
…

-

The game changer tech advances down the road:
3) Utilization of human machine sensors which will enable the vehicle to optimize the
efficiency of the human engine and by doing so improve the fun and riding experience of the
rider. As well by monitoring the riders fitness enabling the rider to have a life daily fitness
check update. When comparing a pedelec which is a muscle electric hybrid vehicle with a
hybrid car the human is representing the combustion engine which will be monitored and by
the central control automatically moved to its efficiency sweet spot!

Just some examples of todays gadgets which are able to monitor for example the riders hartbeat and letting the pedelec
controller know this values in real time by bluetooth or similar gateways.
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The game changer tech advances down the road:
Machine to machine communication - always ON! This allows incredible easy after sales
service, much improved fleet management, efficient bike sharing systems with new
functionalities, remote operation and software update, easy warranty handling and quality
monitoring. And maybe most important final anti theft mechanisms which will allow to use
state of the art pedelecs in daily use and do not worry all the time that they get stolen.

59

Pedelec sharing systems which do seamlessly integrate into the mobility offerings like other
public transport do revolutionaries how public could close the last mile offerings as well the
24/7 availability in low frequented areas of usage. Pedelec sharing systems could be applied
not only in dense urban and suburban areas, they could be used as well in rural areas to
connect villages with each other as well bridge the gaps to mobility hubs with higher
frequented bus/train routes as they may be available and financially feasible on a village
location. The 2014 introduced Gobike System first introduced in Copenhagen was the first
bicycle rental scheme which runs profitable!

60

Pedelec as part of public transport
IÖV* as part of ÖPNV
self driving floating fleet
* IÖV = Individueller Öffentlicher Verkehr

-

Vehicle to X communication and mash networks. Improving road safety by digitally
enhanced vision allowing the road participants to be warned prior to a potential collision
about the collision course or a potential safety hazard which is done the road like a road
blocking object, slippery road conditions,… Today in the vehicle to X consortia typically only
cars, trucks and busses are considered. But only when enhancing the communication
between all mayor traffic participants it will be a fully powerful tool. This needs to include
pedestrians, cyclists, cars, trucks,…
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Autonomous driving
the bicycle will go to work
service as taxi
pick up, drop off you and others
delivering logistic services
pedelecs will earn money when not used wich may change
ownership of a vehicle from cost only to a investment with
a return which become part of individual public transport
systems (first 4 wheelers but later as well 2 wheelers).

-

Improved Safety and Comfort by improved geometries and
technologies:
faster braking
ABS/ESP
active suspension
Weather and dirt protection
…

-

15°

15°
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Standardization not always overlap with legal status of
the vehicles!
Category black = UNECE Trans WP. .29/1045
Category blue = EU Type approval legislation 2002/24/EC
•If a category refers direct to a value this value is regulated by legislation
•L6e & L7e Weight without battery, technical requirements of (xx)
•45km/h EU needs to be changed to 50km/h UNECE

UNECE R100

Category 2 = N(1,2,3)
Commercial EV/ Truck

Category 1-2 = M(2,3)
Bus

•20km/h GE needs to be changed to 25km/h
•LEV can have also the addition “R” rang extended or “H” hybrid

On-board charger > 3kW
On-board charger < 3kW

Category 1-1 = M1

only general information is
not absolute

Battery > 20kWh

(Full) Electric (Passenger) Vehicle (EV)
Range Extended EV (REV)

Battery < 20kWh

Category 1-1 = M1
City EV
Plug in Hybrid EV (PHEV)

Reverse energy flow
15kW motor power

Light Electric Vehicle (LEV) EU Type approval legislation

E-motor-trycycle Pedelec
E-motor-trycycle

Category 3-4=L4e
E-motor-cycle Pedelec (sidecar)
E-motor-cycle (sidecar)

Category 3-3=L3e
E-motor-cycle Pedelec
E-motor-cycle

Category 3-5= L7e (L5e)

Electric Cycles

Category 3-5=L5e

Quadricycles 400kg
Commercial Quadricycles 550kg

4kW

Category 3-1=L1e

Category 3-2= L6e(L2e)
E-light quadricycles 350kg

E-Bikes Pedelec
Scooter

C 3-2=L2e
E-Trycycle

C3-1=L1e
E-Bike-Ped.
Moped
0.25kW

EPAC

100km/h

75km/h

45km/h

20km/h

50km/h

25km/h

45km/h
25km/h

50km/h

75km/h

100km/h

An overview of the standardization
IEC – Equipment side

Existence or Revision
NWIP
Under consideration

ISO/IEC 15118

V2G communication
interface

D.C. EV d.c.power supply system
Plug, socket-outlet and vehicle coupler

Lack of standardization

IEC 61851-1

ISO 6469

IEC 61851-21-2

ISO 17409

IEC 61851-23/-24

ISO TC 22/SC37
CEN TC301

TC 69

EMC power supply

ISO – Vehicle side

EV safety if connected to grid

IEC 62196-1/-2/-3

IEC 61851-21-1
EMC, EV, if connected to grid

Category:
• L5e
• L4e
• L3e

IEC 61851-3
IEC 62196-4

LEV power supply system.

L7e
L6e

LEV DC coupler

ISO 13063

e-PTW’s

≥50 km/h

• L2e
• L1e ≥25 km/h
EU Typ
approval
legislation

Lack of standardization

EV safety similar
to ISO 17409

ISO TC 22/SC38
CEN TC301

• L7e = (L5e)
• L6e = (L2e)
open question

≤50 km/h

EN 14764

EPAC
≤25 km/h

EN 15194 EPAC

Lack of standardization

ISO TC149
CEN TC333

ISO xxxxx

• L1e ≤25 km/h

Responsibility areas of the standardization
Existence or Revision
NWIP
Under consideration

IEC – Equipment side

ISO – Vehicle side

IEC 62660-1/ -2,
IEC 62660-3, NP,

ISO
12405-1/-2/-3 1st Ed
Electrically propelled road vehicles -- Test

IEC 61982,

specification for lithium-ion traction battery
packs and systems

Secondary batteries for the propulsion of electric road vehicles

ISO/IEC PRF PAS 16898

IEC 60254-1/ -2 lead-acid traction batteries
EN 50604-1 CENELEC

L7e
L6e

Lack of Standardization
ISO 18243

Manual for evaluation of energy systems for light electric
vehicles (LEV) – Secondary Lithium Batteries

≥50 km/h

Electrically propelled mopeds and
motorcycles - Specifications and safety
requirements for lithium-ion traction battery
systems

≤50 km/h

≤25 km/h

ISO TC149
CEN TC333

Lack of Standardization

ISO TC 22/SC38
CEN TC301

BATSO01, 2nd Edition 2011-03

ISO TC 22/SC37
CEN TC301

TC 69/ TC21
TC69x/TC21x

Secondary Lithium-ion cells for the propulsion of electric road vehicles

Battery safety standards approaching on EU level
as well on international level:
EUROPE: EN 50604
Secondary Lithium batteries for light EV applications
100% positively voted in September 2015 to be published any
time very soon. Convener-ship by BOSCH/ZVEI. Text evolved
form BATSO.org Testmanual including UN T requirements. New
Products from July 2017 need to comply with it to be CE
conform.
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Committees regarding e-mobility
IEC TC 64, Basic safety requirements (IEC 61140, TS 60479)
Infrastructure IEC TC69

Vehicle ISO TC 22

Connector IEC SC23h
IEC 62196-1
IEC 61851-1

IEC 62196-2

IEC 61851-23

IEC 62196-3

IEC 61851-3

IEC 62196-4

ISO 17409

EN 50604 Battery
safety

Removable battery systems only IEC responsible
IEC 61851-3

IEC 62196-4

ISO 12405

EN 50604 Battery
safety

If the Battery is removable
by the user and it is
foreseeable use case that
the user will do it commonly
electrical safety will
overrule other connections
like the legal status of the
vehicles will become
irrelevant

CBA and BATSO Presidents signing the memorandum of understanding for opening a
joint office at Shanghai/China with the target to implement the BATSO standard within
the LEV market in China
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EnergyBus.org is coordinating the parking & charging solutions
on all relevant 3 global levels:
Standardization:
charging (including locking) infrastructure responsibility on:
- safety
- Interoperability
Output: International technical standards allowing safe and
interoperable charging (& locking)
Hannes Neupert of EnergyBus.org is founding member and
chairmen of the german mirror committee DKE/GAK 353.0.9 wich is
representing the german voice within the IEC/ISO/TC69/
JPT61851-3

Governmental recommendations:
- parking/charging infrastructure
- vehicles
- integrated public transport
Output: International blueprint for public tenders for acquiring
LEV parking and charging infrastructure as well public rental
bicycles
Operation Agent of Task 23 of IEA HEV IA is managed by
EnergyBus.org / Hannes Neupert in cooperation with VITO
Institute Belgium Carlo Mol

Industry offerings:
EnergyBus member companies as well as other industry will offer turn key solutions following internationally harmonized safety and
interoperability standards as well as being purchased by governmental institutions and city governments according to IEA HEV IA
Task 23 blueprints for public tenders.
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EnergyBus Member companies sorted by area

Member status 2016

Member status as of Spring 2014
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Take part in standardization! ISO 4210-10
will be key to future legislation activities!
•
•
•
•
•

must have = vehicle = Bicycle
enforce torques sensor only
drop 250 Watt since no correlation to
safety
drop 25 km/h and correlate max speed to
flex speed relating to the muscle power
input like ordinary bicycle (up to 32 km/h)
no mandatory helmet

More Details in the GoPedelec Handbook
published in 7 languages - free download here:
www.Gopedelec.eu

Theory: The Pedelec is the successor* of
the pure muscle power Bicycle.
Only if it the Pedelec will keep the same
legal status as it is granted to the bicycle
today we will have bicycles in the future!
Which is important to have the freedom of cycling for
children and seniors without to many limitations… if the
Pedelec will legally become limited by age this will be the
end of the bicycle!
successor* Do not get me wrong here, there will be always pure muscle power bicycles
around - but my prediction is that they will loose their importance as mass mobility
devices.

Reality: The Pedelec as it is described
today in the EU Pedelec Standard (called
here EPAC) will not survive it will be for
good reasons be transferred into a vehicles
with minimum age, with separate
insurance, mandatory helmet, maybe
driver license,…
Why?

Because: Pedelecs according to the EN
15194 do have properties which are very
fare from a bicycle like:
- electric motor maybe actually deliver 99% of the power
for driving the vehicle since torque sensors have been
removed from the regulations. By allowing this a age limit
as well a insurance and helmet will be applied down the
road.
- There is now still a short time span to create a ISO
4210-10 standard which will resolve this dramatic treat of
killing the bicycle… which will be 200 years after its
invention a dramatic insult to the inventor. The Bicycle
industry is about to kill it self at this moment!

Facts: A Pedelec with a motion sensor only and a 250 Watt
continuous rated power motor may deliver 700 Watt actual
peak power, even when the pedals are moved only without
actually delivering power. Now my son with 9 Years and 30
kg is using it - he will be accelerated like hell to 25 km/h.
The vehicle is not behaving like a bicycle at all. It is worse
than a motorcycle in traffic - since it looks like a bicycle but
behaves like a motorcycle. Many severe accidents will
happen and the insurance lobby will quickly convince the
legislators with good and true arguments that pedelecs
have to be treated as motorcycles.
A Pedelec need to behave like a bicycle, otherwise will
loose the historic freedom of being operated almost
without limitations.

Facts: Bicycles are dangerous - this is known fact and an
accepted fact. But the Pedelec according to the current EN
15194 is by far more dangerous than a bicycle. When
analyzing the danger potential there are two mayor items
which need to be considered:
A) Absolute acceleration ads danger potential
B) Absolute speed crates danger potential
Only when the Pedelec standards and regulations which are
building on this standard are written in a way that the
danger potential of the Pedelec is not relevantly higher as a
pedelec the legal status of the Pedelec equal to the Bicycle
can be kept on the long run.

The Insurance Industry is watching the Pedelec carefully:
If you would work in the
insurance Industry, would you
accept covering a increased risk
without charging for it?
Of course not. So why do you
expect that the Insurance
Industry will accept fake
motorcycles which are legally
bicycles?
The Insurance industry will not
tolerate this for much longer…
Lets says when we have 10
Million Pedelecs in Europe this is
a lost income of 65 Million Euro
for the insurance industry. Be
sure the insurance industry will
get their income. Everything else
in naive wishful thinking!

The Media is willing to discuss the danger
of pedelecs… time is running

The analysis of the historical Bicycle danger management:
A) Absolute acceleration ads danger potential
B) Absolute speed crates danger potential
Acceleration as well as absolute speed is limited by the
riders capability to apply power on the pedals (excluding of
course downhill riding).
That is why within the GoPedelec research project Project
which was a co-funded by the EU as well the IEA HEV IA the
proposed solution was to drop the focus on motor
performance (which is not adding danger potential by ist
existence and may improve road safety in several
circumstances)

How much rider power input will result in how much speed =
danger potential with different bicycle types:

Most people are in the power output range between 50 and 150 Watt at average
and able to deliver much higher peak performance used to climb short hills or
accelerate heavily.

When looking up the power demand uphill or with string
headwind - cycling becomes very slow and exhaustive…

A main reason why many people in hilly or windy environment do not cycle to work
every day is the unwillingness to cope with the slow speed and the exhaustive
exercise… since the pedelec was introduced the modal split in such areas has
improved.

Speeding on a bicycle… downhill everyone can do it… On flat
surface it need some sporty capability to do it for a longer
period of time.

The bicycle has a natural build in speed limiter on the flat which is connected to
the riders power capability. This enables strong riders to go faster and less strain
riders not. The GoPedelec approach has tried to copy this proven behavior to the
Pedelec.

The Rational of the GoPedelec proposal is:
Strong riders have as well fast reaction capabilities to react
on the added danger potential of riding fast. Of course we
all know that this might not be true in every case. But when
taking children into account current research considers
that children start with the age of 12 years to be capable to
react appropriate in complex traffic situations.
The Danger potential is generally linked to speed. Now
intense discussions have been started everywhere on
appropriate speed on bicycle lanes - here a general speed
limit may be as well necessary to reduce the dangers
connected with overtaking.
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A lesson learned can be taken from the current legislative
change in China.
The Industry tried to convince the government that
electric bicycles may have no functional pedals. The result
was that millions of vehicles have been sold in china which
are actually motor scooters. They may ride only 20 km/h
when they have been delivered. But at the end of the day
they have been so easy to temper that most vehicles on the
road went much much faster than legal.
Now the Chinese government has acted and banned this
kind of „Bicycle“ and makers have to sell them now to the
market as what they are: Motorcycles!

A Standard describing the Pedelec should take in
consideration the future technologies which will be applied
soon and which will be the base for a global success story of
the pedelec comparable to the smartphone.
This means that the ISO 4210-10 need to include for
example:
series hybrid drive train
autonomous drive mode (pedelec is going
without passenger to pick someone up)
any configuration and number of wheels and
passengers

-

Vorstellung Hannes Neupert
Was sollen die Kunden wirklich?
Technologietrends 2017-2027
Normen und Gesetzliches Umfeld
Rolle des Fahrrad-Fachhandels 2027 +
Ausblick globaler Markt 2027 +

Status: Bicycle Industry Today:
Extrem kleinteilig und
international oft in NiedriglohnLändern platzierte Zulieferkette
Lange inflexible Lieferketten feste
Zeitabläufe, unflexibele Reaktion
auf Kundenwünsche un
Marktschwankungen
Hohe Abhängigkeit von
Lieferanten
Hohe Produktähnlichkeiten
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Fahrrad Industrie 4.0:
Große Loßgrößen
Internationale Produktbaukästen
Dynamische Produktion
Lange Laufzeiten 3 Jahre
Entwicklung, 3 Jahre Produktion, 3
Jahre Produkt-Facelift und
Zweitmarkenverwendung
Vertrieb: Fokus auf B to C direct
sales
(Ähnlich BMW i Markenstrategie
und Tesla)
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Customer first
Customers will by products Multichanel and
will expect will expect flawless products as
well as in case something happens immediate
service…

Vorstellung Hannes Neupert
Was sollen die Kunden wirklich?
Technologietrends 2017-2027
Normen und Gesetzliches Umfeld
Rolle des Fahrrad-Fachhandels 2027 +
Ausblick globaler Markt 2027 +

Main market growth drivers
•

Many cities like Hamburg, Helsinki and many more decided to become carefree by 2025 -…
citizens will watch out for alternatives

•

Shared pedelec systems will help to make pedelecs available to wider parts of the society
and grow the wish to own one as well

•

indirect payments covering the cost of ownership by bonus systems cash out the health
benefit of riding a pedelec on a daily base will make it grow rapidly when applied

•

Highly automated vehicle production processes (like common in the automotive industry)
will drive the Market with highly reliable vehicles and lower cost of ownership

•

Traffic safety will be much improved by cars being equipped with driver assist functions up
to automated driving making accidents a rare event

•

Vehicle theft will become a minor issue by always online connected vehicles which are just
trouble makers for a thief in case of a theft.

We believe that the real pedelec market is
still down the road - lets make it happen!
•

We believe that from the 740 Million Europeans not even 10% know jet that
pedelecs even exists

•

The market experience has proven that people will not understand why they want
to have a pedelec until they have tried it by themselves

•

Only test ride opportunities and informations will be able to grow the market
outside of the small envelope where it exists today

•

Even the strong German language room (DACH region) with its sales of about
700.000 Units is still in his infant stage.

local government Targets:
Reduction of non moving traffic in urban areas will
make cities more human friendly

Electric cars as privately used vehicle are no solution to public space consumption - they are still
material resource hungry as well consume a lot of public parking space Of course they are
improving the air quality as well reducing the noise emission of road transport - but they still need a
lot of space while waiting for their owners…

Bicycles (including Pedelecs) per capita:
Electric bicycles are not new!
production
The First
Pedelec
has the potential to convert bicycle owners to daily
was 1932 by Philips/EMi in
The users.
Netherlands.
cycle
Germans own statistically 0,76 bicycles per capita Das Pedelec:
but most of them are not actively used. Pedelec users usually ride
Ein Hybrid aus Bequemlichkeit
them much more intensive. The annual milage of a Pedelec user is
und Image!
commonly 6-10 times the one of a cyclist!
Pedelecs sind eine Mischung aus
Rolltreppe und Fitness-Studio des
Alltags. Pedelecs werden zur
Ikone einer modernen Mobilität
werden.

Data by Q2 Consultants NL 2008
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Two wheeler annual sales in the Pedelec home country
Japan:

The Motorcycle has faded in the annual sales in the last 20 years extremely. The
Pedelec sales have developed from almost zero to more than 450.000 units today!
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Good reasons for the Global Market…
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500 million new pedelecs to to be delivered until 2025

Market Data based on Frank Jamerson EBW Report

75 million new pedelecs to to be delivered until 2025
(graph excluding the Chinese market numbers)

Market Data based on Frank Jamerson EBW Report

Pedelec market volumes Europe:
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Global market projection for Pedelecs - other LEVs are not included:

Bicycle Market today (2014) = 25,4 Billion Euro =
133 Million Bikes have been sold globally
Average retail per bike 191 Euro (BIKE EUROPE Dezember 2015)
Projection Pedelec and LEV: 2030 = 264 Billion Euro =
annually 120 Million Pedelecs using series hybrid drives with a
average retail per unit of 2500 Euro (Research by ExtraEnergy.org 2016)
Vehicles need:
- a series hybrid muscle electric drive train
- active suspension system
- active brake system
- vehicle to X communication
- active safety may include as well air bag systems
- active steering
- optional self driving will be a key market advantage

Technology just becoming practicable but jet still in a
early stage!
Like in the phone industry the digitalization has
chased established players (like Nokia).
Just since players could not imagine the extreme
disruptive power of technology.
Today the established Bicycle industry players
have a mechanical idea of the future which no
customer want to use any more when alternatives
become available. Shimano may end up like Nokia
being chased within one decade.
The series hybrid drive is comparable to the
touch screen of todays phone - it can deliver
total freedom of usage since it is completely
controlled by software!
New players with the right know how have today
a unique market chance and be original
innovation leader.
Non Series hybrid systems will become not
market relevant any more within 10 years of
fun to ride series hybrid drive systems are
available in the market.

Graphic Page 36 of GoPedelec.eu Handbook published 2012, comparing the innovation stages happened to the telephone and
brought in parallel to the innovation stages of the electric bicycle - the mayor improvements are still ahead!
A huge business chance for newcomers with strength in electronics, software and mechatronics.

Recommended Bonusmaterial on the next slides:
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Additional recommended resources:
•

The GoPedelec handbook which is the summary of the EU
funded project GoPedelec and cofounded by the
International Energy Agency Hybrid & Electric vehicle
agreement Task 11 electric two wheelers. Available for free
download in many language versions at:
www.GoPedelec.eu

•

The Biannual Magazine of ExtraEnergy.org which is
covering the latest tests results of key products sold in the
EU market and focus reports on relevant topics as well as a
company and product directory of key suppliers of LEV
components. Available for free download in chinese,
english and german language at: www.ExtraEnergy.org

•

The brochure of the EnergyBus organization introducing
the EnergyBus standard as a non proprietary interface
between electrical components of any kind which can
exchange energy and communication through a single
outlet available for free download at: www.EnergyBus.org
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Additional recommended resources:
•

The LEV Conference is since 1995 a annual or sometimes
biannual event which was many times a first time presentation
location for key developments in the area of light electric
vehicle infrastructure. The latest report summarizing the 8
nominated projects of the 20014 E-Bike award as well all
lectures of the LEV Conference hold at the 3rd of October
2014 at the Intermit trade show in Cologne Germany. Free
Download at: www.LEVConference.org

•

The charge lock cable pilot project has offers some Project
introductions and background material available for free
download at: www.Charging-Infrastructure.org

•

The public transport operator of the city of Rostock RSAG has
developed a unique pedelec rental system which is introduced
in 2013 called „ELROS“ which was cofinanced by the
European union within the „ELMOS“ project. The brochure of
Ziegler Company (german language version only) as well the
final report available in english and german language are
available for free download at: www.ExtraEnergy.org
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Additional recommended resources:
•

The swiss organization OPI2020 has published a general
guide for electric mobility infrastructure available for free
download in english, italian, french and german language
at: www.Opi2020.ch please search in the section news

•

The Institute for Transportation & Development Policy
created a excellent report with general advice on
implementing bicycle sharing schemes. Available for free
download in english language at: www.itdp.org

•

During the Velo-City conference Vienna 2013 many very
good lectures have been hold on the subject of public
bicycle sharing and its infrastructure. The textures are
available for download in either english or german
language versions for free download at:
www.velocity2013.com
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Additional recommended resources:
•

The IEA HEV IA is publishing a annual yearbook which is
summarizing all current activities of the Tasks. There is as
well a summary of the activities of Task 23.

•

The book can be downloaded free of charge at: http://
www.ieahev.org/assets/1/7/Report2015_WEB.pdf
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Contact data:
Interested parties are welcome to contact the task 23 operating agents for any further
questions:

Operating agent:

Co-Operating agent:

EnergyBus e.V. /GmbH
Hannes Neupert
Secretary General
Koskauer Str. 100
07922 Tanna
Germany

VITO Institute
Carlo Mol, Programme Oﬃce
Boeretang 200
2400 Mol
Belgium

Phone: +49 36646 27094
Mobile: +49 173 35 88 221
Email: hannes.neupert@EnergyBus.org
Web: www.EnergyBus.org

Phone: +32 14 33 58 85
Mobile: +32 492 58 61 24
Email: carlo.mol@proeftuin-ev.be
Web: www.proeftuin-ev.be
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